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GMPLS: THE PROMISE OF THE
NEXT-GENERATION OPTICAL CONTROL PLANE

INTRODUCTION

Backbone networks carrying IP traffic have tra-
ditionally been supported by optical transport
networks (OTNs) that provided fixed transmis-
sion links between IP routers. Injected traffic is
continuously shifting and changing in volume
over time due to diurnal traffic fluctuation and
overall traffic growth. As the traffic pattern
becomes more and more dynamic, the ability to
rearrange transmission capacity allows us to
cope better with this trend. This requires that
the OTN support setting up and tearing down
optical connections (lightpaths) on demand in an
automated way. Technological advances such as
flexible optical cross-connects (OXCs), switching
optical wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
channels, have made this possible. The IP client
network utilizes signaling to request lightpath
setup or teardown, relying on the transmission
network to perform the action. As such, an
increased amount of intelligence is necessary in
the OTN, which has led to the concept of intelli-
gent optical networks (IONs).

The addition of a distributed control plane
allows lightpath setup and teardown through
inter- and intralayer signaling. The generalized
multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS) protocol
suite specified by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) [1] extends the MPLS label switch-
ing concept. Whereas MPLS labels are integers,
GMPLS labels can additionally represent time
slots in a time-division multiplexing (TDM)
frame, wavelength or waveband on a fiber, fiber
in a cable, or any further switching granularity.

Link state routing protocols such as Interme-
diate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) and
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) have been
extended to carry multilayer related information.
Figure 1 illustrates the link state message
exchange for a GMPLS network. Nodes learn
about their neighbors through neighbor discov-
ery as well as various link characteristics, flood-
ing this information throughout the network
periodically. The upper part of the figure shows
node C receiving link state packets from all
other nodes, allowing it to construct its link state
database. As links can be of different types, the
link state encompasses a field specifying multi-
plexing or switching capability of the advertised
link (third column in the link state database).
Optical links are marked lambda switch capable
(LSC), while IP-level links are packet switch
capable (PSC). Link C-D is such an IP link. The
figure furthermore shows how the link state
database can be used by a routing protocol to
establish an additional lightpath, C-E, over the
available LSC optical links (i.e., a connection in
the optical layer), and advertise it to the net-
work. It appears as a new IP layer PSC link in
link state databases.

In addition to allowing the network to cope
with changing traffic demands, the flexibility
in sett ing up l ightpaths on demand turns
restoration into a viable recovery option. The
lower part of the figure shows how one can
provide GMPLS-based fault recovery. Over
the same topology, a lightpath is now set up
between nodes C and E. A failure occurs on
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ABSTRACT

IP-based backbone networks are gradually mov-
ing towards a network model consisting of high-
speed routers that are flexibly interconnected
by lightpaths set up by an optical transport net-
work consisting of WDM links and optical
cross-connects. Recovery mechanisms at both
network layers will be crucial to reach the high
availability requirements of critical services. In
such a model, the GMPLS protocol suite can
provide a distributed control plane that can be
used to deliver rapid and dynamic circuit provi-
sioning of end-to-end optical lightpaths. This
article explains that it can be very beneficial to
exploit this functionality to enhance the cost
effectiveness of multilayer recovery significant-
ly. Several practical case studies illustrate this
concept and highlight the opportunities and
challenges to be faced.

Benefits of GMPLS for 
Multilayer Recovery
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the optical link BD. As lightpath C-E is rout-
ed over this failing link, it is also affected. In
addition to nodes B and D, the lightpath end-
points (C and E) are notified of the failure
using various protocols such as Link Manage-
ment Protocol (LMP), BFD, or the hello-pro-
tocol of the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).
They trigger the recovery process. The link
failure(s) is reflected in the flooded link state
packets, and all the nodes’ link state databas-
es are updated accordingly: LSC link BD is
removed. This is used to recalculate the C-E
lightpath routing, effectively restoring the CE
PSC l ink in the IP network.  Of course,
restoration of an optical lightpath may take
some time, which may trigger two routing
convergence cycles (depending on optical
restoration time and IGP tuning).

MULTILAYER RECOVERY CONCEPTS

In the classical case (IP over a static optical net-
work), each network layer requires its own strat-
egy. This is because although, for example,
protection using disjoint backup paths in the
optical layer offers large recovery granularity, it
cannot protect against all failures. For example,
a failing router in the IP layer cannot be recov-
ered through optical layer actions. These types
of failures require packet-level rerouting, or if
rerouting is considered too time consuming,
automatic switchover to backup label switched
paths (LSPs) or routing (via tunneling) paths.

Resilience against failures requires a certain
amount of backup (for protection) or spare (for
restoration) capacity. In the absence of a unified
GMPLS driven control plane, meaning the net-

nnnn Figure 1. Link state routing and restoration in a GMPLS network.
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work layers are controlled separately, the recov-
ery schemes run independently and are unaware
of each other. This may lead to a situation where
traffic is protected more than once: for example,
once in the IP layer (redundant LSP or IP pack-
et paths with sufficient capacity) and once opti-
cally (backup lightpaths).

Additionally, providing recovery for a number
of network layers poses some complex failure
issues. Figure 2 illustrates the Shared Risk Link
Group (SRLG) concept, and refers to simultane-
ous secondary failures of multiple network ele-
ments caused by a single failure. Consider an
optical fiber topology interconnecting six OXCs,
used to provide IP link connectivity (lightpaths)
to six IP layer routers, R1 through R6, in this
multilayer network. IP links R1-R4 (OXC1-
OXC6-OXC4) and R5-R4 (OXC5-OXC6-
OXC4) share a common resource: fiber
OXC6-OXC4. Failure of this fiber affects both
these IP links, which thus share an SRLG.

In an IP-over-ION scenario, however, recov-
ery techniques may interact across layers so that
double protection can be avoided. IP layer
SRLG awareness can be built into this multilay-
er recovery scheme integration. Moreover, the
ability to set up new lightpaths on demand makes
the concept of optical restoration a more inter-
esting option. In the next section we discuss
some general concepts and methodologies con-
cerning multilayer recovery.

STATIC MULTILAYER RECOVERY
A network failure propagating upwards (from
server to client layers) through the network stack
and causing secondary effects, can be dealt with
in any of those layers. The choice of in which
layer to recover the affected traffic depends on
the exact circumstances. The rules of coordina-
tion to ensure efficient recovery interworking
between the distinct layers during different fail-
ure scenarios are specified in a so-called escala-
tion strategy.

The easiest escalation approach is to simply
deploy uncoordinated per-layer recovery

schemes, resulting in parallel recovery actions at
distinct layers. For example, a severed fiber car-
rying lightpaths (IP links) results in both the
optical recovery of the fiber (e.g., protection)
and the recovery of the IP layer traffic (e.g.,
IP/MPLS restoration or protection). It delivers a
simple and straightforward solution from an
implementation and operational point of view,
although it can cause spare resource occupation
in multiple layers during a failure, lowering over-
all capacity efficiency. Additionally, one may see
increased restoration time and some network
oscillations due to race conditions.

More efficient is a timer-based sequential
escalation strategy. Here recovery responsibility
is escalated to the next layer once it is clear that
the layer cannot recover the fault. However,
concurrent attempts at recovery in different lay-
ers should be avoided by imposing chronological
order on recovery mechanisms. There are two
alternatives in terms of sequential escalation
strategies:
• The so-called bottom-up escalation strategy

whereby recovery commences in the bottom
or lowest detecting layer, escalating upward
for all affected traffic unrestorable by lower
layers. The recovery acts on appropriate
traffic granularities: coarse granularities
(e.g., fibers) are handled first, recovering
large volumes of affected traffic quickly, the
remaining small part of the traffic at higher
layers at finer granularities later on. Com-
plex secondary failures (cf. SRLGs) are
handled mostly at lower layers, limiting
higher-layer recovery actions. Escalation
can be coordinated with a recovery token
passed to higher layers, or a holdoff timer
set progressively higher as one moves
upward in the layer stack [2].

• Conversely, with top-down escalation, recov-
ery actions are instead initiated at the top
or highest layer, going downward through
the layer stack. Lower-layer recovery is trig-
gered only when higher layers cannot
restore all traffic. An advantage is that the

nnnn Figure 2. The Shared Risk Link Group concept.
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higher layer has a better overview of differ-
ent service types, allowing it to better dif-
ferentiate high-priority traffic and attempt
to restore it first. Moreover, some failures
may be recovered at a finer granularity,
thus requiring a lower total volume of traf-
fic to be rerouted (coarser rerouting may
recover some unused capacity). Some effi-
ciency problems may arise from, for exam-
ple, a higher layer succeeding at recovering
half of a lightpath’s traffic flows, leaving the
other half for the lower-layer recovery
mechanisms, meaning that the spare pro-
tection capacity in the optical layer is only
useful for half of the carried traffic.
A final more radical technique lies in the

integrated approach, where coordination is
established by combining the above into one
integrated multilayer recovery scheme, implying
the availability of a full overview of all the net-
work layers. Although most flexible from a
recovery point of view, combining several tech-
nologies in a single strategy is often practically
unrealistic, in terms of both algorithmic com-
plexity and implementation issues.

In [2] a multilayer network case study is pre-
sented where fiber and optical equipment fail-
ures are restored optically, and MPLS TE fast
reroute handles IP/MPLS layer router failures
and remaining link failures. Optical restoration
uses shared backup paths to optimize required
capacity compared to protection mechanisms, at
the cost of increased recovery times and less
deterministic behavior. Commercial implementa-
tions based on GMPLS/ION exist today. Fur-
thermore, MPLS TE fast reroute [3] ensures
that all LSPs are protected locally against link
and node failures, meaning that for each pro-
tected facility a backup tunnel is presignaled.
Such backup tunnels can be provisioned to pro-
vide bandwidth guarantees during failures and

can share bandwidth should they protect inde-
pendent resources. The two schemes are coordi-
nated bottom-up, using a holdoff timer.

For a link failure, both layers detect the prob-
lem, but the optical layer first initiates optical
restoration (assuming sufficient spare capacity is
available for a single fiber failure), while the
IP/MPLS layer starts a holdoff timer. For suc-
cessful restoration no recovery is attempted by
the IP/MPLS layer, and the optical layer clears
the fault before expiration of the holdoff timer.

For an optical node failure, optical restora-
tion succeeds in recovering all affected traffic
carried in transit lightpaths (again provided
enough spare capacity is available). Routers
attached to the node may become isolated, in
which case the failure cannot be recovered solely
in the optical layer. After the holdoff timer
elapses, IP/MPLS fast reroute protection
reroutes the set of affected packet LSPs travers-
ing the isolated router (traffic destined to the
isolated router is dropped). Recovery time here
includes the holdoff time plus any additional
time required in rerouting the LSPs.

For double link failures and IP/MPLS link
and node failures, the recovery process needs to
be performed at the IP/MPLS layer, and recov-
ery time is equal to the previous case.

DYNAMIC MULTILAYER RECOVERY
For static strategies, the IP logical network
topology is left unchanged (static) at the time of
a failure, and no specific actions are taken to
modify it. Dynamic multilayer recovery strategies
rely on GMPLS/ION flexibility in (un)provision-
ing lightpaths to modify the logical topology for
recovery purposes, avoiding advance establish-
ment of logical network IP/MPLS spare
resources (also solving the problem of whether
and how to protect these in the optical layer).

The dynamic reconfiguration example of Fig.

nnnn Figure 3. Example of dynamic multilayer recovery.
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3 shows the IP-over-optical layer stack before
(left) and after (right) a failure occurs. Focusing
on the IP/MPLS layer, let us assume that flow a-
c is forwarded via intermediate router b in the
failure-free situation. Before failure, the IP
topology contains IP links ab and bc, provided
by lightpaths A-B and B-C, respectively. In case
of failure of router b, routers a and c detect the
failure and regard these two logical links now as
useless. They are torn down, freeing up associat-
ed optical layer capacity, which can in turn be
used to set up a new direct IP link between
routers a and c, implemented by a lightpath
bypassing the failing router b. Note that the IP
traffic from a to c (and potentially traffic from/to
other nodes) will be rerouted along the alterna-
tive IP path(s) until the new lightpath is provi-
sioned.

A challenge with dynamic multilayer recovery
strategies involves the actual logical topologies
to be realized during failures: not only has a fail-
ure-free logical topology to be dimensioned (as
always), but logical topologies are also needed
for each of the failure scenarios. These may be
designed finding the most optimal topology and
IP routing for each of the failures; this method is
called global reconfiguration, and the IP topolo-
gy is recomputed from scratch for each scenario
(after removal of the failing network elements).
An alternative is local reconfiguration, in which
topology design instead begins from the failure-
free one, where affected IP links and routers are
first removed, and affected traffic is then rerout-
ed over the remaining topology (but possibly
adding IP links to do so). Although less optimal,
the idea behind local configuration is that it low-
ers the amount of required reconfigurations and
rerouted traffic during failures.

MTE-BASED RECOVERY
Multilayer traffic engineering (MTE) is a type of
TE combining existing TE techniques (using TE
LSPs, setting IP link weights) with the flexibility
of a GMPLS-driven multilayer network. Not
only can MTE reroute IP flows when traffic
demands vary over time, it also allows logical
topology reconfiguration when those variations
exceed the range acceptable with simple rerout-
ing. MTE’s main objective is then to accommo-
date traffic demands in the most optimal way (in
terms of quality of service [QoS], total through-
put, etc.).

It does this by solving discrepancies between
the logical topology configuration and the
offered traffic pattern, usually caused by traffic
fluctuations (leading to congestion). The MTE
strategy can naturally also be used for problems
that arise from network failures, whose impact
on the logical topology will trigger reconfigura-
tion, leading to the setup (and possibly tear-
down) of IP links and rerouting of traffic. Such
approaches are currently explored at the IETF,
for example, by means of path computation ele-
ment (PCE) techniques whereby path computa-
tion is involved across multiple layers to perform
optimal rerouting choices [4].

Although not a dedicated recovery strategy,
MTE-based recovery is a form of dynamic mul-
tilayer recovery, its resilience properties a by-
product of the objective to cope with network

problems (congestion or others). However, the
configuration of the logical topology is not
predimensioned but chosen online at the time
of failure.

Figure 4 shows a simple example of MTE
actions taken upon IP router failure. Only the IP
layer is shown (upper part, failure-free; lower
part, router c fails): the logical topology and
some IP/MPLS traffic flows. The failure of
router c affects both flows b-e and a-e (as they
were forwarded via c), triggering traffic reroute
and lightpath setup. In the case of flow a-e,
rerouting happens partly over existing IP links
(link d-e), but also over newly setup capacity
(link a-d). The routes of flows are of course
decided by the MTE strategy, trying to optimize
IP layer efficiency (IP link filling) and optical
layer efficiency (amount of required lightpaths),
and in fact finding a suitable compromise
between them. In this case, the affected flow a-e
was rerouted over two links, one a replacement
IP link. Additionally, the new link a-d attracts
flow a-d, since it is a more optimal direct path
for that flow (making the assumption of equal
link costs in this example). This means we may
see some secondary effects beyond the recovery
of the affected traffic flows, similar to the effects
of global vs. local reconfiguration for dynamic
multilayer recovery.

Note that such dynamic reconfiguration may

nnnn Figure 4. Example of MTE-based recovery.
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require dampening algorithms to avoid trigger-
ing network reconfiguration in case of transition-
al failure. Consequently, a viable interesting
option consists of relying on higher-layer recov-
ery with minimal spare resources (which would
lead to degradation of some traffic during fail-
ure) combined with the MTE strategy to dynam-
ically reconfigure the network should the failure
duration exceed some period of time.

SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we illustrate some of the concepts
from the previous section by means of two simu-
lation studies. In the first we compare the per-
formance of static and dynamic multilayer
recovery strategies in terms of total network
cost. For the second case we take an existing
MTE strategy and evaluate how it performs for
network failures.

COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC
MULTILAYER RECOVERY STRATEGIES

A tool was developed that designs IP over ION
logical topologies for certain scenarios: the fail-
ure-free case and single IP router failures. This
is an optimization problem that incorporates
many aspects. Traffic grooming (multiplexing
finer-granularity flows into larger-granularity
bandwidths) is one of them. Logical topology
design is closely related; a mathematical formu-
lation is given in [5]. We consider design with
the restriction of shortest-path routing; a semi-
nal paper on such optimization is [6]. Also, spare
and working capacity are jointly optimized in the
design; see [7] for information on this.

The resulting total multilayer network capaci-
ty requirements were then calculated. For exam-
ple, the required capacity for each optical link is
then the maximum link capacity of all failure-
free and IP failure cases. So we combine all sce-
narios into a single worst case scenarioto derive
a logical topology (and associated resources) for
coping with single IP router failures.

For a static multilayer recovery strategy where
on-demand setup of lightpaths is unavailable
(static OTN), this dimensioning requires setup
of all backup capacity (corresponding to the
worst case scenario) in advance. For the dynamic
case, however, we can rely on GMPLS signaling
and reduce the number of lightpaths established
at any one time, allowing reuse of IP-OXC inter-
face cards, wavelength, OXC ports, and line sys-
tems between the failure scenarios.

This leads to significant cost reduction, quan-
tified by a simulation study [8] based on several
scenarios, one concerning an OTN consisting of
12 nodes and 17 bidirectional links. It is a down-
sized version of a pan-European reference net-
work topology [9]. The traffic demand applied is
modeled by a corresponding symmetric matrix
with a volume of 630.6 Gb/s [9], modeling pan-
European traffic for the year 2002 based on pop-
ulation numbers, and the work and home
activities of users.

As a base scenario, we establish a nonsurviv-
able groomed logical topology design, using
shortest path IP layer routing and dimensioning
only for working traffic, allowing us to determine
the additional cost associated with providing
resilience in the first place. Next to this base
case, two optimized designs were calculated
based on IP (re)routing for both a static OTN
and a GMPLS signaled ION, coping with single
IP router failures. IP flow routing is handled by
assigning “all one” weights to logical IP links.
Rerouting will lead to IP link bandwidth
up/downgrade (and thus number of interface
cards used and lightpaths set up), and thus logi-
cal topology reconfiguration.

Figure 5 gives the results of the performance
for these three schemes, showing the cost of the
various resources (interfaces, ports, line sys-
tems). The algorithm that optimizes the logical
topology design starts from a full demand mesh
(with direct IP links for all non-zero demands)
and deletes all IP links along edges whose
removal improves a certain objective value
(related to the total cost). For each network sce-
nario, we show the optimized design cost as well
as the grooming base case cost calculation,
where the starting topology was instead the non-
survivable shortest path grooming design with
additional capacity to reach a network solution
with enough bandwidth for survivability. Com-
paring this with our optimization algorithm, we
observe that a network operator would be
charged an additional optimized cost of only 3
percent for IP rerouting over ION, but 15 per-
cent for IP rerouting over static OTN (compared
to the nonsurvivable “grooming” base case).
Additionally, we see that IP rerouting over static
OTN performs much worse if it is adopted on a
nonoptimal logical design, but even after multi-
layer cost optimization it is still at a disadvan-
tage with respect to IP rerouting over ION.

MTE STRATEGY AS A RECOVERY MECHANISM
Multilayer TE and routing is achieved by shifting
transit traffic from the IP/MPLS to the optical
layer; [10] presents a GMPLS-based hardware
implementation. Various MTE-type strategies
exist. For example, the integrated approach [11]
routes incoming traffic requests using a multi-

nnnn Figure 5. Comparison of static OTN and dynamic (ION) multilayer recovery.
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step algorithm, and identifies some main prob-
lems of multilayer routing: wavelength continuity
constraints and bandwidth granularity discrepan-
cies. The mechanism in [12] separates the prob-
lem into logical topology design (offline),
dynamic routing (online), and bandwidth adjust-
ment (traffic-driven) modules. In [13] routing is
performed over a single graph that represents
the IP/MPLS and optical networks, its main con-
tribution being the cost model to integrate both
layers in a single model.

MTE relies on multilayer routing to adapt to
changing traffic demands (which are a prerequi-
site; static demands will be accommodated more
optimally by offline provisioning). It requires fast
signaling protocols, and one needs to take into
account limitations on algorithm complexity, and
the possibility of undesired effects such as net-
work instability and QoS degradation during
flow reroutes (loss, jitter). The MTE proposed
strategy [14] will rely on IP-based costs only,
since an overlay model is considered (in contrast
to the integrated model in [11, 13]). Optical
routing is delegated to an optical RWA algo-
rithm (first-fit in this case). IP/MPLS traffic is
routed into a full mesh of LSPs in the logical
layer, their path calculated over a virtual full
mesh (corresponding with the more sparsely
meshed logical topology), which serves to repre-
sent the high flexibility in lightpath setup. The
cost function will optimize IP layer performance
and depends on IP link load. It serves to attract
traffic flows to IP links such that they are all
moderately loaded, avoiding overloaded links as
well as a large number of lightly loaded ones
(which reduce bandwidth efficiency). The intro-
duction of higher cost for links with a load below
a certain threshold removes traffic flows from
those links, thus lowering the total number of
links in use. The logical topology configuration is
a side-effect of the virtual mesh routing: the
remaining virtual mesh IP links that carry traffic
are then the only ones to be actually set up,
thereby optimizing the logical topology for the
traffic pattern at hand. This means all aspects of
MTE are handled through a single path calcula-
tion — no separate mechanisms as in [12] are
necessary.

No backup path calculation is performed in
the IP layer (although optical layer recovery will
likely be present). This MTE strategy is normally
triggered proactively [15] on network perfor-
mance degradation (to this end it monitors link
loads), but some small alterations allow it to be
triggered on network faults as well. The integrat-
ed view in [13] allows one to calculate backup
paths over a multilayer network, but in this case
our overlay view separates IP/MPLS (i.e., MTE)
and optical recovery. We have simulated the
MTE strategy actions for single router failures
on a 28-node 41-fiber meshed pan-European ref-
erence topology [9].

As mentioned previously, the online optimiz-
ing character of the MTE strategy may lead to
some secondary effects such as rerouting of
unaffected traffic flows and even setup/teardown
of lightpaths unrelated to a certain router fail-
ure. Live rerouting of a traffic flow requires sig-
naling in order to update the GMPLS forwarding
tables for its LSP, possibly causing some QoS

degradation. While acceptable for globally reop-
timizing dynamic multilayer recovery schemes, it
has real impact on network performance in the
case of MTE-based recovery schemes. This is
because here the reconfiguration is performed
online, and the extent of the rerouting and light-
path setup/teardown will affect total convergence
time (time between failure occurrence and stabi-
lization of the traffic flow routes).

To illustrate this, we performed a simulation
on both the MTE strategy discussed above and a
slightly modified version of it where, on detec-
tion of a failure, only the affected traffic flows
are rerouted and allowed to receive replacement
lightpaths. The results are shown in Fig. 6, aver-
aged for all single-router failures, where “affect-
ed only” stands for the modified version of the
algorithm, similar to a local dynamic recovery
scheme. We show both IP layer performance in
terms of number of IP reroutes during recovery,
indicating convergence speed, and optical layer
performance through total optical resource
usage (amount of required wavelengths after
convergence). We can see a very large improve-
ment in the convergence characteristics of the
MTE strategy by using appropriate signaling to
identify failure-triggered congestion as such, in
exchange for a slight increase of total optical
resource usage. This is because the affected only
scheme will fixate the route of unaffected flows,
so some lightpaths may end up being used less
efficiently.

CONCLUSION
The introduction of GMPLS in IP over optical
networks offers new possibilities in providing
resilience against network failures. We have dis-
cussed various issues concerning multilayer sur-
vivability, and shown the differences between
static (with advance provisioning) and dynamic
recovery where the logical topology is reconfig-
ured at the time of failure. A special case of
dynamic recovery is multilayer traffic-engineer-

nnnn Figure 6. Effect of MTE optimization scope on IP and optical performance.
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ing-based recovery, where the recovery features
arise naturally from the MTE’s goal to keep the
network running correctly. A first case study
illustrated the advantages a dynamic strategy has
over a static scheme for IP layer restoration
against router failures. MTE-based recovery was
explored in a second case study, where we
improved an MTE strategy to reduce the perfor-
mance impact due to traffic rerouting during
failures.
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